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HCP Variable Frequency
Drives -- Enhanced Pump Control
with Simple Installation
The Hayward HCP 3000
Series pumps are engineered
for heavy-duty durability.
A wide range of power options
means you can provide the
optimum solution for any pool
delivering maximum
performance and
uncompromised efficiency.

Best
in Class
Performance:
HCP3000 Series
pumps are the first 3”
pumps to achieve hydraulic
efficiency of more than 250
gallons per minute at 60’ head
(7 HP 60Hz model) saving more
energy than any comparable
pump on the market.
The oversized
strainer basket is
detachable and
can be installed
separately allowing
for plumbing
Detachable Strainer
flexibility.

The HCP3000 Series Pumps
deliver unmatched versatility,
allowing for simple installation
in virtually any pool application.
Longer life and lower
maintenance. TEFC motors in all
models- plus a chemical

resistant
Viton seal
means less wearand-tear and dramatically
reduced down time.
®

Available in three phase
versions for 2Hp, 3Hp, 5Hp and
7Hp, and in a 2.7HP variable
speed version for 50/60Hz, it is
a perfect match to trusted and
proven Hayward commercial
filtration systems.
The HCP 3000 Series pump is
manufactured in the United
States at the Hayward
Clemmons, North Carolina
facility.
NSF/ANSI Standard 50
Certified.

The HCP Series Variable
Frequency Drive (VFD)
delivers all the savings,
efficiency, performance and
control of a variable-speed
pump—without the need to
replace existing single-speed
equipment. Compatible with
Hayward® HCP Series pumps
and many other 208- 230/460
VAC commercial pool pumps.
Easy installation without the
need for a drive specialist with
adjustable motor RPMs to
match the necessary pump flow
rate for various pool sizes
Standard NEMA 4X enclosure
protects the drive from outdoor
elements
The HCP Series VFD provides a
budget-friendly solution for
added efficiencies in new or
existing recreational water
facilities.

AquaSolar® GL235 Solar
Controller – Go green with a
little help from the sun

SHEER500 Cascades–
A tranquil waterfall effect

The AquaSolar® GL235 Solar
Controller is America's bestselling entry level
microprocessor based solar pool
heating control system.

Hayward’s Sheer500 Cascades
can be customized to any pool
to create an enchanting falling
water effect that blends
seamlessly into any backyard
creating a dramatic visual and
acoustic environment.

The controller automatically
maximizes solar heat
collection by actuating a
24V valve when there
is solar heat available.
With a single-setting,
precision temperature
adjustment - water is
heated to a set
temperature and
circulated back into
the pool or spa.

GVA-24 Actuator

Available
in lengths from
1 ft. to 5 ft. with rear or
bottom connection options and
with the ability to be installed in
both straight and curved
applications, the Sheer500 can
conform to any pool and spa
shape.

PSV 3-way Valve

Advanced features include
programmable recirculation
freeze protection, nocturnal
cooling, and optional booster
pump. LED indicators show
status of system operations.

The Sheer500 Waterfalls are
effective in naturally cooling the
pool water a few degrees for a
refreshing experience.
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